Wireless Advanced Outdoor Curtain PIR Detector

Early Warning, Extra Protection

Enhance your customers’ peace of mind, with early warnings before intruders enter their business or home.
The PowerG Wireless Advanced Outdoor Curtain PIR Detector is a powerful and precise outdoor motion detector. It creates a narrow protective shield across windows, balconies, doors, driveways and other entranceways, for superior outdoor detection with minimal false alarms.

Small in size, this exceptional device is big on performance. Weather-proof (IP55) and pet-immune, with anti-masking capabilities, it delivers accurate, reliable detection in severe temperatures and demanding outdoor environments.

Highly versatile, when triggered, the PowerG Wireless Outdoor Curtain PIR Detector sends a signal to the security panel, enabling various actions according to the system’s configuration. These include: activate the local siren, alert the end user’s mobile app, and/or alert the central monitoring service (CMS).

PowerG – The power of wires, without the wires
Cut out the wires and plug in peace of mind with PowerG, the leading wireless security technology for today’s homes and businesses.

PowerG offers all the benefits of traditional wired security, without the hassles and vulnerabilities of wires. It makes end users’ lives more secure and convenient, and your work more profitable.

Ultra-reliable, two-way 128-bit AES encrypted communication, and iron-clad protection that blocks interference, deliver unparalleled cyber protection – ensuring reliable performance with minimum false alarms.

Long-range wireless transmission enables easy and quick wire-free and repeater-free installations; and adaptive transmission stretches time between battery changes.

Key Benefits

Reliable
Catch intruders before they get inside, while minimizing false alarms.

- Extremely narrow protective shield accurately detects movements of intruders in the critical area outside windows and doors
- Effectively filters normal environmental movement, and has built-in pet immunity, for reduced false alarms
- Powered by built-in PowerG leading-edge wireless intrusion technology
- Fully certified by the stringent international standards

Robust
Give end users long-lasting peace of mind with a robust detector designed for demanding outdoor environments.
- Powerful functionality and superior physical design ensure easier, less-frequent maintenance
- Effective under severe environmental conditions
- Enhanced, certified anti-masking technology prevents tampering
- Long-lasting battery
- When triggered, the detector sends a signal to the security panel, enabling various actions according to the system’s configuration

Convenient
Keep security simple and discreet, with a small, easy to install detector.
- Compact device, with an unobtrusive modern design
- Wireless technology makes installation easier, faster, cheaper, and less disruptive
- Adjustable bracket direction makes it simple to install the detector in any location
- Ideally suited for residential and small to mid-size businesses
- Part of a complete end-to-end security solution, compatible with iotega, WP, PowerSeries Pro and PowerSeries Neo systems, BW and PowerMaster wireless alarm systems
- Ready for upcoming smart capabilities, to be available for selected systems

For additional information, please visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow us @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
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